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3.1. INVESTIGATION OF THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD*

Tihany Observatory recorded the time variations of the geomagnetic field 
as in previous years. The checking of the base levels became possible due to 
comparative measurements in the framework of two international meetings. In 
1988, the PLANET 88 Workshop was organized in Tihany which, at the same 
time, was a session of Working Group IV. 5. of KAPG. Comparative measure
ments were carried out by French, West- and East-German, Czech and Slovak, 
Polish, Romanian, Bulgarian and Yugoslavian specialists. In 1989 the oppor
tunity arose to attend the workshop at the Nurmijarvi Observatory (Finland) 
organized by IAGA and the Finnisch Meteorological Institute where eight 
different variation systems were tested for ten days. Our DIMARS data ac
quisition system with attached Soviet quartz variometers was found to be in the 
midfield of this competition. The test series recovered some systematic defects 
of the sensors, e.g. a 3-8% error of the calibration factor specified by the 
producer and the orientation of the D variometer with an error of 1.5°. For
tunately, these deviations can subsequently be corrected since the error is of 
systematic type and its change is slow (it can be regarded constant for a quarter 
or even half a year). A computer program has been written for reprocessing the 
1988-89 data.

Preliminary values of the geomagnetic field components without the correc
tion mentioned above are as follows:

for the epochs

1988 and 1989 were worrying years for the Observatory: a further section 
of the Budapest-Nagykanizsa railway was electrified to town Fonyód. The 
distance between the Observatory and the railway is about 4.2 km. International 
experience proves that such a distance is small enough to cause serious distur
bances in magnetic observations. (The international recommendation gives 
30 km distance between observatories and railways). Uncertainties have been 
increased by the fact that MÁV (Hungarian Railway Company) applied a new 
technology unknown in Hungary. In contrast with the traditional 1 x 25 kV feed 
*A. Körmendi
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the railway section beginning from the town of Székesfehérvár is fed by a 
2 x 25 kV system. MÁV have chosen this version to reduce expenses but, for
tunately, it also seems to be advantageous for the Observatory. Further details 
will be published later. The industrial and geophysical benefit of the 2 x 25 kV 
system is that an infinitesimal portion of the traction current gets into the 
ground since there is a so-called return line. Furthermore, the current field is 
essentially formed between two low-power transformers located within 5-10 km 
of each other. This is much less than the 40-60 km distance between the 
substations in the traditional traction system.

From July 1988 up to December 1989, there was systematic traffic only on 
the Székesfehérvár-Siófok section. In this period we carried out observations 
near the Balatonaliga-Zamárdi section, with a special methodology and data 
processing. From January 1990, the electric traffic has become systematic on the 
Siófok-Fonyód section. Experimental investigations have led to the conclusion 
that the electrification does not influence measurements with the present-day 
quartz-fibre variometers of 0.1 nT resolution and proton-precession mag
netometers.
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3.2. GEODYNAMIC INVESTIGATIONS

3.2.1 Study of Earth tides*

Gravimetric observations

Increase in the calibration accuracy of the gravimeters is especially impor
tant for the geophysical interpretation of the Earth tides. Our goal was to 
increase the fidelity of the calibration of our gravimeter BN-07 (Askania GS-12 
with a capacitive sensor) from 0.5% to 0.1 %. Last year this was partly reached 
by omitting the microscope — with unacceptable reading accuracy and linearity 
— from the calibration process. (The nonlinearity of micrometers of Askania 
gravimeters sometimes reaches 2-3%). Two types of gravimeter calibration are 
now in use:
a) Relative calibration

The relative calibration is carried out by the electrostatic calibration block 
built into the instrument in 1988. With it we can follow time variations in the 
scale of gravity records. On the basis of calibrations in 1988-89 (305 by June, 
1989) it was established that the internal accuracy of the relative calibrations 
is 0.04%. In the course of the experiments it also became clear that the sensitivity 
of the instrument highly depends on thermostatization. In early 1989 the change 
in the heating system of the instrument (increase in the heating power by some 
tenths of an ampere) resulted in a *3% sensitivity increase.
b) Absolute calibration

Absolute calibration is carried out by tilting the gravimeter (Gridnev’s 
method, Academy of Sciences of the USR, Institute of Earth Physics). The 
tilting angle is always small (essentially less than Г). In our investigations the 
tilting angles were 0.05° and 0.0 Г . The essence of Gridnev’s method is as 
follows:

— by tilting in various azimuths it is possible to determine the movement 
plane of the arm which supports the mass

— the sensitivity determined is independent of the angle between the arm 
of the instrument and of a horizontal plane

— the gravimeter is in a state of rest during the whole calibration process
* P. Varga
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The accuracy of the absolute calibrations in the first half year (9 calibrations) 
was 0.03%, i.e. it achieved the accuracy of the relative calibrations.

In 1989 the Czechoslovakian-Hungarian common Earth tide registrations 
of 1985 and those of 1988-89 in cooperation with Austria were processed. The 
results (published in Marees Terrestres, Bulletin d’lnformation and KAPG 
Bulletin issued by ELGI) show that after the modernization of the gravimeter 
in 1986 the results of the BN-07 instrument became much closer to the results 
obtained by the Czechoslovakian GS-15 (No. 228) and the Austrian LCR (D-9) 
instruments. It can be seen in Table VII that after the reconstruction of the 
BN-07 the correspondence between the three instruments is good (only 0.2%) 
in the case of both the amplitude ratio (8) and the phase difference ( k )  of the 
most important waves of Ol and М2. Investigations carried out in cooperation 
with Prof. Gestenecker (Technische Hochschule Darmstadt FRG) in 1986 
showed that the reliability of the comparisons of the instruments is around 
0.5%.

Table VIII provides information on the differences between Earth tides 
determined by the Pecny(Prague)-Budapest and Budapest-Vienna comparative 
measurements. In the case of Pecny-Budapest the differences are infinitesimal 
while the larger deviation of Vienna from Budapest can be explained in terms 
of insufficient length of measurements with the Austrian instrument in the 
Mátyáshegy (Budapest) cave.

Observations with extensometers

The shorter of the two extensometers was out of work for several months 
due to defects in the electronic system. Now both of them work reliably register
ing tides of 10-8 relative amplitude. In order to interpret the 60 pm annual drift 
(on which a wave of one year period and 10 pm amplitude probably of thermal 
origin is superimposed) two ‘micro’ extensometers were installed across the two 
faults in the cave in early 1989. They are parallel to the large extensometers. 
Although their accuracy (0.1 pm) is much less than that of the large exten
someters it is intended to clear up to what extent the drift of the large instru
ments can be related to external (perhaps tectonic) forces or wheather it is of 
instrumental origin. In 1989 in the immediate vicinity of one of the ‘micro’ 
extensometer the observation of the time variation of radon concentration was 
started in cooperation and with the instrument of MÉV (Mecsek Ore Mining 
Company). Processing of data — both those of micro extensometers and radon 
concentration — will be carried out in 1990.
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3.2.2 Geodynamic investigation of the Earth’s interior*

A group of Love parameters which describe phenomena independent of the 
gravity potential was defined to describe spheroidal and toroidal components 
of differential movements which take place (or, more precisely, are assumed to 
act) on the core-mantle boundary.

We plan to construct a device for absolute calibration of the gravimeters. 
For this, the gravity field of a ring-shaped body has to be known. At present, 
each parameter needed to design the calibrator is already known.

Investigation of tidal friction was carried out during the last two years in 
Belgian-Hungarian co-operation. On the basis of our results it can be supposed 
that

— the slowing down of the rotation due to tidal friction exceeds the 
measured value. This means that some mechanism accelerates the rota
tion of our planet. Calculations were carried out to determine the 
changes of the Earth’s shape and the strain generated due to this 
inbalance:

— the phase delay calculated from Earth tide observations exceeds that 
expectable from the theory. This feature has not yet been explained;

— the unbalanced state of tidal friction has existed for the last half billion 
years of the Earth’s history. Our preliminary calculations show that its 
measure varied considerably in time.

* P. Varga
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3.3 PALAEOMAGNETIC STUDIES

3.3.1 Palaeomagnetic studies on the Miocene volcanic horizons at the southern 
margin of the Bükk Mts.*

Introduction

In 1982 a large counterclockwise declination rotation and shallower than 
present inclination was observed for late Oligocene siltstone at Eger (D= 105°, 
1= -48°, K = 20, a95 = 3°, the number of samples was 75; Márton P. 1983)**. 
The rotation indicated was in excess of that of the Transdanubian Central 
Range (about 30° in the Tertiary: Márton E. 1986). The result from the Bükk 
Mts. represented a single locality, thus the local or regional significance of this 
result could be debated.

In 1988 and 1989 Miocene volcanics were collected at geographically 
distributed sites at the southern margin of the Bükk 150) from Demjén 
to Miskolc, 350 samples in all. All cores were oriented by both sun and magnetic 
compass. The sites represent different lithologies, ranging from porous tuffs to 
compact volcanics (mainly ignimbrites) of different textures. The rocks sampled 
are mapped as two main tuff and ignimbrite horizons of lower Miocene age 
[Balogh and Rónai 1965]. K/Ar data are scattered, but give 20 Ma age as an 
average [Balogh et al. 1985].

Laboratory processing and results

In the laboratory, sister specimens were cut from the cores. Before demag
netization, the NRM and the susceptibility of each specimen were measured, 
then pilot samples were selected from each subsite (within a site, subsites are 
distinguished when the igneous body is inhomogeneous in colour, texture, 
grain-size, etc.). Two sister specimens of all pilot samples were subjected to 
demagnetization, one specimen to AF the other to termál. With the exception 
of site 18 (tuff) with no characteristic remanence, the NRMs were extremely 
hard. Full demagnetization could not be achieved below 0.22 Tesla peak field 
(AF). Quite often, the building-up of a new remanence, an artifact, was observed 
on AF treatment and full demagnetization was impossible. Thus thermal clean
ing was preferred to AF.
* E. Márton
**For references see Hungarian text
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Mean directions of the characteristic remanence for each subsite (Tables 
IX and X), then the overall mean for each horizon were calculated. Based on 
14 subsites, the overall mean for the lower volcanic horizon is

D = 99°, I = -50°, k = 82, a95 = 4°.
The same for the upper horizon is (N = 39)

D = 159°, I = -35°, k = 50, a95 = 3°.
In terms of declination rotation these palaeomagnetic elements mean 8 Г 

in the counterclockwise sense for the lower horizon and 21° in the same sense 
for the upper one.

When corrected for local foliation planes (if they were observable in the 
field) these excellent statistical parameters are slightly worsened indicating that 
the subhorizontal position of these planes is a primary feature.

Discussion

The mean palaeomagnetic direction for the lower horizon proves that the 
large counterclockwise rotation observed earlier [Márton P. 1983] is of regional 
significance, i. e. safely applicable to the whole southern margin of the Bükk. 
The upper horizon, however, exhibits less rotation. It follows that the rotation 
must have started after the emplacement of the lower volcanic horizon and 
nearly ended by the time upper horizon became magnetized.

Concerning the latitude of the magnetization, the apparent shallowing with 
time of the inclination causes a problem, for it is difficult to imagine that the 
area moved to the south during the volcanism. Therefore, an inclination error 
was suspected. In strongly magnetic sheetlike bodies magnetic refraction may 
deflect the direction of the acquired remanence from that of the applied field. 
By plotting the inclination values (subsite means) against mean NRM intensities 
and susceptibilities, this source of error is excluded (Fig. 151). However, 
inclinations for the upper to volcanic horizon correlate with the degree of 
magnetic foliation calculated from low-field magnetic susceptibility measure
ments. It is possible to estimate the ‘true inclination’ with the help of the 
correlation line in Fig. 151, which is 10° higher than the calculated mean, i.e. 
45°. This brings closer the inclination of the upper to that of the lower igneous 
horizon, thus eliminating an apparent contradiction.

Such low degree of foliation is commonly disregarded as a source of error 
in palaeomagnetic studies. Nevertheless, it seems to influence seriously the 
inclination of the characteristic palaeomagnetic direction in some cases. The fact 
that a ‘hidden’, i.e. so far not suspected relationship between palaeomagnetic 
direction and susceptibility anisotropy, pattern was found, gave an impetus to 
studies (see Bordás, 3.3.2 this volume) that could either further improve the 
quality of the palaeomagnetic direction or eliminimate uncertainties concerning 
the still shallower than present value of inclination, since it is critical for plate 
tectonic reconstruction.
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3.3.2. Magnetic anisotropy and its use in correcting palaeomagnetic data*

The method of magnetic susceptibility anisotropy is based on measuring 
directional susceptibilities of oriented rock samples. From the mathematical 
point of view a symmetric, so-called anisotropy tensor and for illustration an 
ellipsoid is used to describe anisotropy. The principal axes of the ellipsoid are 
determined by the principal susceptibilities (maximum, intermediate, mini
mum), the directions of which are mutually perpendicular. The orientation of 
the ellipsoid expresses the orientation of the magnetic minerals contained in the 
rock (magnetic fabric) and that is dependent on the geological processes that 
affected the rock. The ratios of the principal axes (of the principal susceptibili
ties) can be used to characterize the anisotropy ellipsoid. The main three 
parameters are the anisotropy degree (кшах/ктіп), the magnetic lineation (ктах/ 
Kint) and the magnetic foliation (кіп,/ктіп). The parameters show the measure of 
the anisotropy, the magnitude of the linear and the planar orientation (oblate
ness), respectively. The foliation dominates in layered, sedimentary rocks and 
the lineation characterizes the strongly deformed rocks or the flow structures.

The magnetic fabric is therefore connected with several structural features 
and sometimes with the stress field [Hrouda 1982, Bordás 1989a, 1989b]. Since 
magnetic anisotropy can distort the Earth’s magnetic field acquired by the rock, 
anisotropy measurements can be useful in checking the reliability of palaeomag
netic observations.

In the course of palaeomagnetic and susceptibility anisotropy investigation 
of Miocene ignimbrites it was found that there is a correlation between the 
inclination of the remanent magnetization and the magnitude of the magnetic 
foliation [Márton, this volume 3.3.1]. In spite of the foliation (which is the 
dominating part of the anisotropy in these rocks) being only few percent, the 
anisotropy seemed to have a strong effect on the remanent magnetization vector 
(Fig. 151).

Tables X I and XII show the results of magnetic susceptibility anisotropy 
measurements on Miocene ignimbrites from the southern margin of the Bükk. 
The interpretation of some earlier results is reported by Bordás [1989b]. Here 
the relationship between these results and the palaeomagnetic directions is dealt 
with. In the tables, columns 3, 4 and 5 represent the anisotropy degree, the 
magnetic lineation and the magnetic foliation, respectively. Columns 6, 7 and 
8 contain the directions of the minimum, intermediate and maximum suscep
tibilities. Missing average directions mean the lack of clustering of the respective 
directions of the single samples. It can be seen that magnetic foliation dominates 
over lineation at each subsite. The subvertical minimum susceptibility direction, 
which is the pole of the magnetic foliation plane, indicates a subhorizontal 
magnetic foliation.

* R. Bordás
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Generally, the effect of the susceptibility anisotropy on the remanent 
magnetization is considered to be negligible if the anistoropy degree is low 
(<5% ). Recent investigations [Stephenson et al. 1986] have shown, however, 
that in the case of multidomain magnetite particles the anisotropy of susceptibil
ity can be low while the anisotropy of remanent magnetization can reach very 
high values. This can severely deflect the vector of remanent magnetization away 
from that of the Earth’s ambient magnetic field towards the foliation plane. The 
investigation of the anisotropy of remanence requires special methods and their 
exact applicability has not been fully proved. The paper presents some experi
ments and introduces a simple method for correcting palaeomagnetic data by 
the anistropy of remanence.

The anisotropy of remanence can be investigated by giving remanent 
magnetization to a rock sample in several directions. This can be carried out 
in different ways: the anisotropy of anhysteric susceptibility (AAS) method uses 
an alternating field to “move” the magnetic domains and a concentric steady 
field to orientate them; isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) can be given 
to the sample by using an electromagnet at room temperature; and thermorema
nent magnetization (TRM) is caused when a heated sample is cooled in a 
magnetic field. From the measurements of remanences acquired in different 
directions, anisotropy ellipsoid can be constructed. Stephenson et al. [1986] 
showed that the IRM, TRM and AAS anisotropy ellipsoid are of the same 
shape.

In our experiments the IRM and AAS methods were used. IRM was 
produced by a non-commercial electromagnet applying 50 mT field. Judging 
from the hysteresis curves of the samples, in this field range the IRM could be 
considered to be proportional to the applied field. After magnetization along 
one axis (e.g. X) and measurement of the three orthogonal components of the 
remanent magnetization, the sample was demagnetized in a Schonstedt AC 
demagnetizer at 100 mT peak field. The same procedure was applied along the 
other two, mutually perpendicular axes ( and Z) of the sample. In the AAS 
method, 15 measuring directions were used by applying the Schonstedt demag
netizer at different peak fields and the Earth’s field for orientation. The aniso
tropy tensor, the orientation of the anisotropy ellipsoid and its parameters were 
calculated by using a modified version of a magnetic susceptibility anisotropy 
evaluating computer program [Bordás 1989a] which applies Jelinek-statistics 
[Jelínek 1977, 1978] to estimate the errors and the significance of anisotropy. 
The inverse matrices of the anisotropy tensors were used in correcting the 
palaeomagnetic data:

H = const. k -1A/
where k -1 is the inverse matrix of the anisotropy tensor, M  is the remanence 
vector (calculated from palaeomagnetic data -  declination and inclination) and 
H is the ambient field vector that could cause this remanence in this anisotropic 
rock. From the components of Hcorrected declination and inclination ( Icr)
can be calculated.
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Table XIII shows some results of the correction on Miocene ignimbrite 
samples in the geographic system. The absolute value of the inclination increases 
for correction (3-13° increase) while the declination hardly changes. The extent 
of anisotropy in the case of remanence is 4-30 times higher than the susceptibil
ity anisotropy values. It is likely that the remanent magnetization is carried by 
multidomain particles of magnetite type.

These experimental measurements of the anisotropy of remanence supply 
the explanation why such a high deflection could be estimated from the correla
tion diagram between inclination and magnetic foliation of the ignimbrites 
(Fig. 151). The low-field susceptibility anisotropy itself can reflect the trend but 
cannot give the real magnitude of the anisotropy because of the contribution 
of the paramagnetic fraction and the special domain structure of the ferromag
netic particles. The results of the evaluation of the anisotropy of remanence 
indicate that the possibility of declination error can be excluded while inclina
tion is deflected from the applied field by, on average, about 10 degrees.
For references, see Hungarian text.
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3.4 GEODETIC GRAVIMETRY*

The creation of a new Hungarian Gravity Network (HGN-80) was our 
main task in the past two years. To it belonged field work as well as calculations 
and methodological investigations (e.g. solution of normal equation systems 
with a large number of unknowns or comparative analysis of adjustment 
methods based on different principles) connected with the processing of ob
servation data. Our goal was to create a basis as reliable and flexible as possible 
for geodetic and geophysic gravity surveys in the coming decades.

Our other field of research was to study occasional local or regional 
variations of the gravity field not connected with tidal effects. These tasks also 
involve instrument development, e.g. systematic studv and checking of the 
instruments available.

The new Hungarian Gravity Network (HGN-80)

HGN-80 is a two-step network (Fig. 152) which means that the complete 
basic network comprises two independent networks. The readings of the first- 
order network of 1971 and observations of 1979-89 are adjusted together. The 
field work is described in detail in a separate work [Csapó and Sárhidai 1990/а]. 
The network consists of 378 points and covers a 256 mGal** Ag interval. Its 
base level and scale are fixed by the ” values measured at five points in 
Hungary by the Soviet absolute gravimeter GABL and constraints are con
sidered in the adjustment of the fixed network [Csapó and Sárhidai 1990/b], 
The average of the Ag values calculated from the readings made in an A-B-A- 
B-A system in one day and by one gravimeter was considered as an independent 
measurement. In technical practice the least square method came into general 
use in the determination of unknowns by means of adjustment. In this method 
a fundamental requirement is that the observations contain neither gross errors 
nor systematic errors. In relative gravimetric observations the greatest difficulty 
is to select such errors especially if the amount of data is large and field work 
took a long time and with several gravimeters possibly of various types. To 
satisfy the a priori conditions given in the instruction on observations, about 
10% of the network was repeated. The reliability of the remaining 5355 readings 
was studied, and the possibility of the presence of systematic errors was ex-
* G. Csapó and A. Sárhidai 

** 1 mGal = l-10"5ms“2 and lpgal =  1 • 10~8m s“2
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eluded. In this study, adjustment methods based on different principles were 
used (Danish method, most frequent value adjustment, Lj norm adjustment and 
Lx norm adjustment with the hv = 0 condition, where v is the vector of residuals). 
To determine the outstanding values an iterative statistic test was carried out. 
Using this test on the 90% probability level 8% of the data were excluded from 
the final adjustment. The number of unknowns in the normal equation system 
was 487 ( gvalues of 408 stations and 79 instrumental constants of the 
gravimeters applied).

The sum of residuals after the adjustment is 734 pGal which shows that the 
results hardly bear systematic errors. The high quality of the data included in 
the adjustment is confirmed by the fact that 95% of the residuals are less than 
±30- 10_3mGal and only 9 residuals exceed 50T0-3 mGal. The standard 
error of the unit weight is ± 16 • 10“ 3 mGal. The areal distribution of the mean 
errors of the network is demonstrated in The mean errors of the
unknowns are within the ± 3-11 pGal range. The estimated distortion of the 
HGN-80 network is 2-10”4.

Investigations o f possible gravity field variations

This field of investigations is included in both the activity plans of the 
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG) and the long-term 
plan of geodetic surveys of the East European countries. In 1988-89 the third 
observation cycle of the Carpathian polygon established in 1971 was performed 
in Czechoslovakian-Polish-Hungarian co-operation, with ELGI as the team 
leader and coordinator.

The Geodetic and Cartographic Survey compiled a map of the vertical 
crustal movement velocity in Hungary from repeated first-order levelling. In 
that map, around Debrecen, a local depression of 5-6 mm per year velocity is 
to be found (Fig. 154) which is most probably caused by the intensive water 
exploitation. To investigate the future trends an experimental line has been 
established along the Hungarian First-order Levelling lines K-19 and K-21 
(Szerencs-Hajdúböszörmény-Debrecen-Vámospércs). It is planned to carry 
out high precision relative gravimetric observations, first-order levelling and 
Global Positioning System measurements on the line each year.
For references, see Hungarian text
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